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Positronic Adds Air Cost Control as an Authorized Distributor

22 October 2019
Positronic, a global manufacturer of highly reliable electronic connectors based in Springfield, Missouri,
USA, has named Air Cost Control as an authorized distributor for the full line of Positronic products in
the Americas, Europe and the Middle East regions. This partnership provides customers with an
additional resource for sourcing world class connector products.
“Air Cost Control has a strong reputation in the aerospace market for providing quick and easy access
to electrical components. We are pleased to work with them to supply customers with high-quality
connectors,” said Anita Warner, Director of Inside Sales and Distribution at Positronic.
According to Leland Bartlett, Director of Air Cost Control in the United States, “Adding Positronic
strengthens our portfolio of electrical and interconnect brands. We are thrilled to partner with a
company that offers a wide range of connector products for our customers.”
Air Cost Control offers a specialized distribution model aimed at rationalizing the supply base and
eliminating cost inefficiencies. To learn more about Positronic connector products available from Air
Cost Control, visit www.aircostcontrol.com.

About Positronic:
Founded in 1966, Positronic is a global manufacturer of highly reliable electronic connectors known for
distinctive core capabilities, including solid machined contacts with low resistance/high conductivity for
use in standard and quick--turn custom connectors. Key products include high power, D-sub,
rectangular, modular and circular connectors. Customized solutions are available as well. Positronic is
known globally for the unique ability to quickly modify existing designs or create new products to meet
application-specific needs. Visit http://www.connectpositronic.com for more details.
About Air Cost Control
Air Cost Control is a leading stocking distributor specializing in electrical parts for the aerospace
industry. With Headquarters in Toulouse, support facilities in Miami, Hamburg, Paris, Madrid, Dubai,
Beijing, Air Cost Control provides component level support to aircraft manufacturers, sub-contractors,
IFE integrators, maintenance facilities and major airlines. Please visit www.aircostcontrol.com to learn
more.

